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man's way—but a, life-will that at times is terrifyingly
unsentimental, and can even force her to self-sacrifice. A
man who is loved in this way cannot escape his inferior side,
for he can only answer this reality with his own. And the reality
of man is no fair semblance, but a true likeness of that eternal
human nature which links together all humanity, an image
of human life in its heights and depths which is common
to all of us. In this reality we are no longer differentiated
persons (persona ~ mask), but are conscious of the common
human bonds. In this reality we leave aside the social
and superficial distinctions of our personalities,'and reach
down to the real problems of the present-day; problems
which do not arise out of myself—or at least so I imagine.
But in this reality I can no longer deny the fact that I feel
and know myself to be one of many, and what moves the
many moves me. In our strength we are independent and
isolated, there we can forge our own fates; but in our weakness
we are dependent and therefore bound, and here we become,
albeit unwillingly, instruments of fate. For here it is
not the individual will that commands, but the will of
the race.
What the two sexes have won through assimilation, when
viewed from the standpoint of the two dimensional, personal
yfe?ade-world is an inferiority. If interpreted in the light of
a personal claim it is even an immoral pretension. But
in the essential meaning of life and of human society, what
has been won is an overcoming of personal isolation and
egotistical withholding, in favour of an active participation
in the solution of modern problems.
If the woman of to-day loosens the firm cohesion of
marriage, whether consciously or unconsciously, by spiritual
or economic independence, this does not come from personal
whim, but from the life-will of the many which, by its superior
power, makes her, the individual woman, its tool.
The institution of marriage (religion even holding it as a
sacrament), represents such indisputable social and moral

